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By Christopher Morley

Fordham University Press. Hardcover. Condition: New. 329 pages. Dimensions: 8.6in. x 5.8in. x
1.4in.Christopher Morley was one of the most celebrated American authors of the 1920s and 1930s.
Best known as the author of Parnassus on Wheels and Kitty Foyle, Morley wrote for a popular
audience that keenly appreciated his style, his wit, and his exuberant championing of the written
word. Morley wrote most of the pieces collected in this volume from 1918 to 1920, while a columnist
for the Philadelphia Evening Ledger. His assignment: to saunteraround town and the Philadelphia
suburbs, and then - usually after a leisurely lunch - report back. The result was a series of lively
essays that, read now, not only reveals a citys colorful past, but sheds light on its present: much of
the Philadelphia Morley explored remains intact for the native or visitor with the eye and patience to
discover it. Morleys best Philadelphia work, scattered among 12 volumes published during his
lifetime, have been collected in this handsome new book, which includes period illustrations by
Walter Jack Duncan and Frank Taylor, and a critical introduction by Ken Kalfus. Published on May
5, 1990, on the 100th anniversary of Morleys birth, Christopher Morleys...
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Merely no phrases to describe. It really is rally intriguing throgh reading time. I am happy to tell you that this is basically the greatest book i have go
through in my own lifestyle and might be he greatest book for ever.
-- K a ttie Wunsch-- K a ttie Wunsch

Absolutely essential go through pdf. Yes, it is actually play, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. You are going to like how the article writer
compose this book.
-- Pinkie O 'Ha r a-- Pinkie O 'Ha r a
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